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Editorial

This issue of Colloquy engages in critical and theoretical pursuits. What is negotiated, implicitly, by the
articles and the reviews is the challenge posed by philosophy to literature, and vice versa. All the articles,
as well as Danny Huppatz's creative writing, in different ways, investigate the disciplinary fault lines the
crossing of which ultimately legitimates practice and theory.

This negotiation is immediately introduced by Mark Stockdale who seeks to extract the notion of truth that

resides on a piece that both is, and is not, part of literature: Conrad's preface to The Nigger of the

"Narcissus". The issue posed by Rachel Morley's article on Michael Field is how to write a biography at
the "neat intervals" opened up in the relation between the biographer and her subject. The negotiation of
disciplinary limits is surely a political question so long as the issue of law arises. Dave Eden explicitly
takes up this political aspect by looking at counter-culture through the theoretical writings of Hardt and
Negri.

The philosophy of Gilles Deleuze aims at overcoming representation, and as such it is an exercise in
eliminating external rules or laws. It is a process of situating disciplines in "porous borders," as Faye
Brinsmead puts it, while showing how this is derived from Spinoza's "joyous ethics" and how it leads to a
decentralized subject. Putting Deleuze, as well as Baudrillard and Jameson to a similar use, Angela

Woods shows how it is possible to read a novel like Easton Ellis' Glamorama in order to think through
schizophrenic act and the act of terrorism.

Helen Addison-Smith unmasks the perpetuance of anthropological stereotypes relating to indigenous
peoples in American sci-fi of the 1950s and 1960s by arguing for the existence of an unavowed

colonialist sub-text. By reviewing a special issue of the journal Southerly, Irene Webley investigates how
it is possible to talk about indigenous Australian literature without recourse to a post-colonial literary
studies perspsective. Jasmin Chen's review article outlines the central concerns of Heidegger's lectures

on Plato's Sophist insofar as they point to a pervasive preoccupation with the figure of the philosopher
himself.

There are reviews of Düttmann's Memory of Thought, Gourgouris's Does Literature Think?, Fernbach's

Fantasies of Fetischism, Krell's The Devil's Rope , Arthur's Default Country, Joughin and Malpas'

collection New Aestheticism, Barrie and the Lost Boys by Birkin, and Deadly Pollen by Stephen Oliver.

For next year, there will be two issues of Colloquy published. There will be a special issue compiling

postgraduate papers from the conference "Blanchot, the Obscure" that Colloquy is organizing for August
2004. There will also be the usual open issue. Further, Colloquy is forging links with the Translation
Studies program which began at Monash this year. We are hoping that from next year students from
Translation Studies will be editing a section of the general issue devoted to translation. Thus, in addition
to the open call for articles and reviews for the open issue, we are now inviting translations of short works
of criticism, theory, fiction, or poetry from any language.

Finally, the Editors would like to acknowledge the organizers of the "Seismic Readings" conference, who
encouraged the participants to submit to Colloquy. Angela Wood and Helen Addison-Smith's papers
were first heard at that conference.


